HOW RELIGIONS BEGIN
Imre Vallyon, my first spiritual teacher, taught a synthesis of all religions. Indeed I
learned that all religions sprang from and were based on the spiritual practices of one
person, who had become an illumined being living and radiating Truth.
Each illumined one had found his (or her) way out of mundane existence into union with
God (or higher power if you prefer.) Completely awakened these divine beings were able
to live in the world but not be of the world because they lived from their hearts in
communion with God. They emanated profound Truth while maintaining unique
personalities.
It is true transmission from a living master that enriches and enables people to open to the
divine within themselves. Students gather around attracted and pulled by the emanations
of Truth that permeate and surround their teacher. The disciples’ once dormant desires for
God begin to come alive within them. Even actions and dress modes of the teacher will
be modeled by students in their eagerness to also become enlightened. Each religion is
thus initially based and founded on Truth, openness, love, and honesty projected by the
presence of an illuminated teacher.
Years after the living teacher and his direct disciples have all died new ministers will
arise to lead the movement. Their additional ideas will be incorporated into the original
teachings until finally becoming formalized into distinct religions and dogmas. However,
without transmission of the illumined teacher’s direct knowledge of Truth the religions
will have become naught but outer shells of what once was living Truth. Without
understanding this significance priests and ministers continue today to teach what they
have been taught and people attend slavishly following family traditions.
Once a living teacher dies direct benefit to the student from connecting with the Truth
presence that emanates and permeates the teacher is lost. The ability to make direct
contact with these Truth emanations dies as the teacher’s energy is withdrawn from this
plane and he moves into deeper dimensions of existence.
Most of today’s major religions have vastly changed in character from their origins
centuries ago. The living teacher who carried the transmission energy has long since died.
While present attendees may benefit in other ways they no longer receive illuminating
and transforming transmissions of Truth. Religions are therefore really no longer valid
awakening vehicles.
There are, however, a few fully awakened beings of Truth living in the world today.
Sitting in their presence and following their guidance can lead to true awakening.
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